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WHAT IS SCOUTING

• Scouting is when you are retrieving information about other teams, such as 

win/loss ratios, number of totes stacked, the other teams strategies (such as 

strictly defense or offence) etc. 

• This is one of the most overlooked aspects of a First Competition



WHY DO WE SCOUT

• To know your opponents strengths/weaknesses in matches.

• To know your alliance partners strengths/weaknesses

• To know your own strengths/weaknesses in matches.

• To help create pick lists for alliance selection



DIFFERENT WAYS TO SCOUT

• Pit scouting

• Watching matches



PIT SCOUTING

• Take pictures of every robot so that you can recall who was who on the field

• Three views (get the team number in the shot)

• This will also allow you to improve as a team because you will have references for the future to 

know how one team solved a problem and how well it was carried out.

• Ask other teams for information on the robot. Ex. how many stacks it can make, how 

good its autonomous is, how fast it is, etc.

• Note, don’t solely base your alliance selection list on what other teams say about their robot. As 

much as this program is about gracious professionalism some teams do tend to over exaggerate 

about their robot’s capabilities. Make sure to watch how their robot performs in a match to confirm 

the robot’s capabilities. 

• On an another note when another team (or a judge) wants to know how your robot works and 

what it can do, make sure to have a representative that knows the robot well to explain what the 

robot does and how it works. DO NOT MAKE STUFF UP!!!



WATCHING MATCHES 

Watching a match is the best method of scouting allowing you to gain the most 

accurate information about a teams capabilities. This should be done all through 

out the day during qualification matches (at least). 

While watching a match you should keep track of certain stats of the robot, 

such as how many totes were stacked, how many points they scored, what was 

autonomous mode, etc. After taking notes it is highly recommended to sort 

through the data right away (after each match) so that none of it is lost and it is 

easily accessible when deciding on a alliance pick list. 



WATCHING MATCHES (CONTINUED)

• To scout by watching matches the best method is to form a team of 8 people 

scouting.

• 6 people watching each robot (taking essential notes)

• 2 people organising data (digitally organizing the data through an excel spreadsheet or 

similar program)

• Maybe some extra hands to take over when one of the scouters have to take a bathroom 

break.

• After a while watching matches for the purpose of scouting can get very 

boring and tedious. To solve this problem you should make shifts to scout. Ex. 

Team 1 will scout from opening to noon and team 2 will scout noon till closing 

ceremonies.



SCOUTING CAPTAIN/ TEAM REPRESENTATIVE

Before going to an event your team should pick a scouting captain/team 

representative so that you can have one person to arrange all of your data and 

then represent your team during alliance selection. This person should know all 

of the aspects of the game and everyway you can score and contribute to an 

alliance. They must also know what your own team is capable of and what 

areas you’re lacking in so that they can pick an alliance that will fill the gap 

that your team won’t be able to. Then after analyzing the data that was 

collected they (along with their teammates/mentors) must then make a list of 

teams to pick during alliance selection.



HOW A FRC REGIONAL IS LAID OUT

A regional competition is usually three days long and commonly run from 

Thursday to Saturday.

Layout of the three days:

Day1: Practice Day

- This day is designated for practicing on the field, robot inspection, and 

working out some bugs or adding some last minute fixtures. On this day your 

team can also do pit scouting so that you aren’t trying to frantically trying to 

figure out what a team’s number is or what they look like only minutes before 

alliance selection.



HOW A FRC REGIONAL IS LAID OUT (CONTINUED)

Day 2: Qualification matches

- This entire day is designated for playing qualification matches. Then at 

the end of the day some award such as The Spirit Award is given out. So stick 

around until the end of the day to know whether or not your team won any 

awards

Day 3: Finals

- On this day the remaining qualification matches are finished off in the 

morning and then alliances are picked for the elimination rounds. Afterwards 

rest of the awards are given out therefore ending the regional. 



ALLIANCE SELECTION

• When the qualification matches end, teams will be ranked from #1 to “x” based 

on what the ranking score criteria is for the game. Then a team representative 

from each team will be called to the field for alliance selection. Afterwards the 

top 8 teams would pick an alliance member to help/play with them during the 

elimination matches. How this process works is that the first ranked team will pick 

their first alliance member then the second ranked and so forth. If the first ranked 

team pick the second ranked team then (if the second place team accepts) 

everyone would move up one in the picking process. This means the third place 

team now becomes second pick and the fourth would become third and so forth 

until all eight picking positions are filled.
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ALLIANCE SELECTION (CONTINUED)

• So if you were ranked between 9 and 15th overall after qualification 

matches then you may not initially be in a picking position but you may 

become an alliance captain if everyone moved a position. Once you have 

become an alliance captain this is where all of the scouting data collected will 

be utilized. If you become an alliance captain you will need all of the data 

collected to pick an alliance member that suits your playing style not someone 

who is the highest ranked. One wrong pick can upset the balance of your 

team leading to a loss in the elimination rounds. 



ALLIANCE SELECTION (CONTINUED)

Now lets say that you were unfortunately not in a picking position, but you do get chosen as 

a first round pick. Well just like in the qualification rounds you are going to need a third 

alliance  member (a second round pick). This is another place where you can use your scout 

information by sharing it with your alliance captain so that they can pick a third alliance 

member that will work well with both you and your captain's strategy. Once again one 

wrong choice can lead to the defeat of your alliance. So scout well and pick wisely.

Sidebar: Once a team declines an invitation to join an alliance, they may never be picked 

again, but if they are an alliance captain then they are still allowed to form an alliance 

lead by them. This rule is in place to prevent teams from essentially assembling any alliance 

therefore giving them an unfair advantage. 



ALLIANCE SELECTION (CONTINUED)

Now hypnotically lets just say that you weren’t picked at all. If this was the case 

then don’t pack up your pits right away. The top two - five teams from the 

remaining number of teams that haven’t been picked will be put on standby just 

in case a problem occurs with one of the robots that is in the elimination rounds. 

If a problem does arise then one of the standby teams will be able to replace 

them in the elimination rounds.



MAKING A LIST OF TEAMS TO PICK DURING 
ALLIANCE SELECTION

After scouting qualification matches on Friday you should have enough info on 

every team to form a list to choose from, for alliance selections. Once again keep 

in mind that when choosing an alliance member do not pick the highest possible 

seeded team you could get. Try to pick an alliance member that will work with 

your strategy. For example last year our robot was only able to get totes from the 

feeder station. So it would have been counter-productive if we had chosen two 

other alliance members who also got fed totes. Also when creating a list of teams 

to choose from always have backups just in case things doesn’t go your way 

(especially since there is a smaller pool of teams to pick from during second round 

picks). If necessary have one of your mentors text you or hold up some sort of a 

sign telling you what team to pick if you are out of ideas.  



Here concludes my presentation on Scouting, the importance of it 

and also the alliance selection process before elimination rounds.



ANY QUESTIONS?


